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Abstract 
Although queueing models are usually studied in continuous time, many systems 
operate in discrete time The evolution of ATM based Broadband Integrated Services 
Dlgtal Networks (ISDNs) has generated a lot of interest in discrete time queumng 
Packetization of all the traffic into equal length "cellsn, and the synchronous operation 
of switches make discrete time models most suitable for these networks In thls thesis, a 
discrete time queueing model with time slotted into intervals of equal length is studied 
We assume that the number of arrlvals in different slots are independent with a common 
general distr~bution Each arnval needs one dot of service There can be more than one 
server The servlce dlsciphne is first come first served (FCFS) We study the queue wlth 
a h l t e  or an infinite buffer We also consider the case when the input IS a superposition 
of several streams 
In the first part of the thesis, the Infinite buffer queue 1s analysed We use proba- 
bikstlc arguments as against transform domaln techn~ques usually employed for d~screte 
time queues Closed form expressions for the statlonary moments of the workload, of the 
wa~ting time of an arbitrary packet, and of the regeneration cycle length are obtalned 
Next we consider the first hitting time of the workload process to a fixed level We first 
denve a system of ]Inear equations satisfied by these quantities and develop algorithms 
to solve them rec~rsively We also obtain asymptotic bounds, approximations and the 
rates of growth of the moments of the first passage times The rates of decay of the talls 
of the statlonary distributions of the workload process and wmtmg times under different 
conditions on the moments of the arrival process are also obtmned These have been 
found useful in the recently developed concept of equivalent bandwidth 
We then analyse the discrete tlme queue with multiple servers For the moments of 
regeneration cycle length, instead of exact expressions as in the single server queue, we 
obtmn bounds The rest of the analysis of the slngle server queue IS extended to the 
multiserver case Text, we consider a single server queue with an amval process that IS 
a superposition of different streams Since the total arrival process is 1 I d , all the above 
results obtained for the single server queue hold In addition, we obtain the probabihty 
dlstr~butlon of the stationary waiting time of an arbitrary packet of a chosen stream 
In the second part of the thesis, a finite buffer queue is analysed Since the workload 
process forms a finite state Markov chain, the statlonary probabihty distribution of 
the worMoad process can be obtalned by solving a finlte system of equations This 
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information is used to get the stationary waiting time d~stnbution of an arbitrary packet 
entering the queue and the stationary probablhty of the packet loss, using a result of 
Wirth We develop recursive algorithms to calculate the stationary moments of the 
regeneration cycle length We show that the distributions and the moments of stationary 
workload and waiting time processes of the finite buffer queue tend to those of the 
infinite buffer queue, as the buffer length tends to infinity While the probability of 
packet loss under stationarity has been obta~ned in the first half of this part, many 
a time the probability of loss in a finite interval of time IS a very useful performance 
index For a fixed buffer size, we show the exponential decay (to zero) of the probabihty 
that there is no overflow in time [0, n], as n 4 oo Also, when the buffer size M, is a 
function of n, the convergence of this probability to zero or one as n --t oo is shown under 
some cond~tions on the growth rate of M, Other performance indices of ~nterest are 
the maxlmum number of consecutive packet losses and the rnaxlmum run with no loss 
because consecutive loss of packets can degrade the quallty of service of e g , packetlzed 
voice We obtain some asymptotic results for these indices 
For multiserver queue with finite buffer, we obtain bounds on the stationary proba- 
bilty of loss We extend the rest of the analysis of the single server queue to the mul- 
tiserver case The analysis of the multistream queue wlth infinite buffer queue extends 
with simple modifications to the finite buffer case 
